Nemschoff® Easton Seating
Side Chair, Two Seat, Three Seat, Easy Access Chair, Patient Chair, Plus Chair

Upholstered Seat, Back, and Arms
Price Category 3

- Canter EPU
  40+ Colors
  Momentum
- Marvel
  10+ Colors
  Herman Miller
- Sequel
  10+ Colors
  Herman Miller
- Article
  20+ Colors
  Maharam

Price Category 4

- Summit
  30+ Colors
  Herman Miller
- Box Chain
  10+ Colors
  CF Stinson
- Touchstone
  30+ Colors
  CF Stinson
- Linen CV
  10+ Colors
  Momentum
- Endurance EPU
  30+ Colors
  Momentum
- Bluff
  30+ Colors
  Maharam
- Flanders
  20+ Colors
  CF Stinson
- Nishiki 2.0
  20+ Colors
  CF Stinson
- Tribeca CV
  10+ Colors
  Momentum
- Mfh
  10+ Colors
  CF Stinson

Price Category 5

- Instill
  20+ Colors
  Maharam
- Boundary
  5+ Colors
  Maharam
- Sort
  10+ Colors
  Maharam
- Gild
  10+ Colors
  Maharam
- Etch
  10+ Colors
  CF Stinson
- Beryl
  10+ Colors
  Maharam

Price Category 6

- Route
  10+ Colors
  Maharam
- Silica Leather
  20+ Colors
  Maharam
- Silica
  40+ Colors
  Momentum
- Silica Tech
  10+ Colors
  Momentum
- Apt
  10+ Colors
  Maharam
- Scuttle
  10+ Colors
  Maharam
- Median
  5+ Colors
  CF Stinson

* Select Endurance EPU Colors not available - Armor, Bronze, Copper, Neptune, Pyrite
Herman Miller
Materials

Nemschoff® Easton Seating

Price Category 7
Continued
Banter
5+ Colors
Momentum
Lava 2.0
10+ Colors
CF Stinson

Price Category 8
Festoon
5+ Colors
Maharam

Arm Caps
Finish
Slate Grey
SG
Black
BK

Corian Solid Surface
Bisque
QB
Cameo White
SW
Glacier
CQ
Antarica
ANC
Silver Grey
SVG

Frame, Base, Legs
Finish
Graphite
G1
Metallic Silver
Texture
MST
Titanium Texture
XTT
Metallic Silver
Smooth
MSS
Titanium Smooth
XTS
Black
BK

Refer to Search Materials and Application Charts on hermanmiller.com for the complete color offering and current materials available.
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